Assignments: Skip Bell
April 21, 2005


Meet with reflection groups



Review MDP with your group

Goals for Module one














Establ the cohort as a learning community
Theory of leadership
Theology of leadership
Vision
Integrity/ethics
Empowering people
Learning style
Faith-based hope
Diversity
Establ groups
Initiate thinking regarding project
Orientation (work group, portfolio, project, journaling)
Establ the competencies

MDP of 7-10 pages
Description of a specific embedded leadership challenge:
A paper that includes your ministry challenge…speak of the relation to leadership
theories
This paper is more than 15 pages
Rost will help with a thorough review of leadership theory
A paper required in this module that will help you in gathering what you need in doing
your project
Research of relevant leadership literature review
Expected in DMin project that you should review relevant literature—don’t have to
review all literature, but look at the spectrum, but not all sources
Reflect additional reading
Bibliography that should come out of your project of 60 plus
books/journals/dissertation/articles.
You’ve discovered the authors thesis and picked pieces from the author
Don’t have to find a quote you put in brackets.
Take an author and present him as a source for leadership theory and research
Reflects that you have gone to the literature and read well.

Portfolio should have other books journaled
Notice Skip’s bibliography to define differences in subject areas
Have a section that offers a review of a number of titles (10-15 sources)
Personal leadership examined
Theological reflection: then, create a Biblical foundation for the leadership reflection
E. is a simple one pager (show how you will organize your portfolio)
Knowledge base
essentials,
administrative skills,
F. Case study
Go to Fast company and you will see a case study of for instance the Whole Markets
Call Rita and say, “Would you send me the course requirements for Dr. Bell’s
management sheets.
There is a case study example here.
Talk to that person how they envision the team, and permission to talk with 3 associates.
See what I can discover how you work together as a team. Want to see how you work.
Observe their critical moments, change points, how they relate to their staff. Not intended
to take you weeks to do.
Read some neat examples of case studies.
Describe one critical incident in formation of a practice or simply have an interaction
with that person of developing his business.
I want you to have an experience with the person you’re interviewing.
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